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Abstract
We consider the modular principle for the construction of functional units of mobile robots. The main ideas of this concept
and the general structure of the heterogeneous robot are presented. Basic functions of the robot are used to determine the
minimum set of functional modules. For one of the simple configurations of the modular robot (the service mobile robot),
we develop a motion module that is one of the main modules of the mobile robot. We present the design of this motion
module and the result of a mathematical model of its control system. The control system combines the tactical level (for
the construction of motion sub-targets and intermediate trajectories) and the executive level. The executive level of control
system is based on kinematic and dynamic models of the modular robot. Working efficiency of the modular robot’s model
was tested on different motion tasks.
Keywords: mobile robot; modular robot; heterogeneous modular robot; mechanics of mobile robots; motion along
trajectory; path planning; subordinate control loop; control system; servo drive; feedback control loop

1. Introduction
Normally, the design of robotic systems (RS) is accompanied by information about the purpose of the device.
Accordingly, all the constructive and program decisions made during the design focus on the achievement of the specific
purpose by the final device. Because of this, when the scope of application of the RS is changed, the designer has to revise
in a varying degree the device construct ensuring its full compliance with the given purpose. One of the modern
approaches to robotic design (and to machinery in general) is to divide the device structure into individual functional
components. Each component is responsible for some part of the robot functionality. This unit or module normally has a
simpler structure because it is responsible for a single function only. As one of many components of the robot, the module
can be easily replaced by a similar or more advanced module. Then, there is no need to redesign the robot: it will suffice
merely to replace it by particular functional units. Therefore, the modular robots can provide higher economic efficiency.
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2. The modular principle in robotics
The modular principle of mobile robot construction was introduced for the first time in the research of
Yurevich E. I. [1]. Also the modular principle of design for industrial robots was implemented in work [2]. This principle
became a separate research filed in robotics. One of the early work in this field is the CEBOT [3] robot described by
Fukuda and Nakagawa. CEBOT consisted of similar modules–drives and its main purpose was to demonstrate that its
configuration can be autonomously modified. Later, the CEBOT-type robots were said to be homogeneous robots, i.e.,
consisting of similar modules. In this paper, we consider another class of modular robots: heterogeneous modular robots.
In heterogeneous robots, each module is responsible for a single function (or a pair of functions); accordingly, the modules
of a single robot constructively may be very different. Heterogeneous robots have the advantage that they are more
adapted to performing different tasks because the functionality of modules corresponds to the robot purpose and have
tools to perform these tasks. However, at this stage, the majority of studies are devoted to homogeneous robots such as
M-TRAN, ATRON, and SuperBot [4–6]. In heterogeneous robots, the reconfiguration task takes a back seat, and the
versatility, flexibility, and interchangeability of modules becomes important. This fact was well reflected in Thor [7] and
SMART [8] robots.
The purpose of this study is to develop a major functional unit of a modular mobile robot (MR) in the framework of
the concept of modular system construction. We consider some specific features of this robot as well as what is meant by
reconfiguration here.
The project concept is based on the following main principles of modular MR construction [9]:
1. Principle of constructive and functional independence of each module.
2. Principle of universal hardware and software communication interface and interaction between the modules.
3. Principle of distributed control.
4. Network principle of information-measuring and control system.
5. Each module is involved in the network structure with the help of special-purpose software (drivers).
The first principle means that each module should have a design and software that allow it to operate independently
of other modules except power supply and most common instructions. This means that the design and software of a single
module do not affect the operation of another module. Therefore each module of the modular MR is functional complete
electronic or mechatronic device.
The second principle requires that the inter-module data communication be strictly standardized and independent of
the type of the construction and control system (CS) of modules. This implies the following key feature of the given
heterogeneous robot: the functional reconfigurability. This means that the inter-module interface should allow modules
to execute their basic functions as a part of the robot that can be used to solving different kinds of tasks under different
conditions of working environment. The final purpose of the robot determines only the design of modules and, in some
cases, their control system, rather than the hardware and software interface of their interaction. For example, a service
robot (Fig. 1a) can be converted into a track-mounted robot (Fig. 1b) relatively easily, without a significant change in the
design of modules. The configuration of a go-anywhere modular MR (Fig. 1e) requires a change in the design and CS of
only the motion module. In the case of transition to the underwater configuration (Fig. 1c), the designs of modules and
their control systems should be significantly modified. In all the examples, the data interaction between modules will
always be the same.

Fig. 1. Different configurations of the heterogeneous modular mobile robot.
The third principle determines the hierarchy of interaction between modules. The control of the operation of modules
as a unified system is concerted by a special supervisory control system, which includes a control module as its core. This
module forms objective functions for the remaining modules in the framework of the robot purpose. This is reached by
dividing this task into common control instructions and their distribution between modules. Accordingly, this control
instruction corresponds to the functionality of a given module.
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The fourth principle is based on the notion that each module is a unit of the local area network (LAN) [10]. As a result,
the modular robot is a network structure with modules exchanging information with each other via standard network
protocols (in this case, Ethernet).
The fifth principle, which is based on the network structure information-measuring and control system (IMCS) of the
robot, serves as a major hardware and software interface between modules. The “principle of drivers” (its application for
distributed control is considered in [11]) enables modules to be automatically involved in the common structure of the
modular MR through special software (driver). In the future, not only the modules but also other devices manufactured
by third parties can be included in the structure of modular MR.
Main aims of the study:
1. Develop a common structure of heterogeneous modular MR where each module is represented as an independent
functional unit.
2. Determine the functionality of each module of the modular MR.
3. Develop the design and control system of the motion module as functional complete mechatronic device on the
basis of the concept of modular MR and information about the robot purpose.
Based on the above-mentioned principles of the construction of heterogeneous modular MR, we have developed a
common structure of the modular robot system (Fig. 2).
In this structure, each module corresponds to a certain function. The network control module (NCM) is the main
control module responsible for supervisory control and distribution of common instructions between modules. The NCM
interacts with each of the modules via the network hardware and software interface. Figure 2 shows that this system has
four interfaces. As noted earlier, the design and CS of each module are determined by the robot purpose; however, the
NCM structure is least dependent of this parameter.

Network Control Module (NCM):
- Increased computing capacity
- With artificial intelligence system
- Other
NCM- SPM
NCM- MM
Common control
NCM- BM
Motion in the
environment

Motion Module (MM):
By mover type
- Wheel
- Track- mounted
- Walking
- Underwater with
propelling screw
- Special

NCM- SM
Influence on the environment
Distributed
power

Special- Purpose Module (SPM):
- Manipulator
Collection of data
- End effector for mechanical
of the environment
processing
Steering control (in water)
Sensory Module (SM):
By peak measured distance: Other

Energy supply of
the system

Battery Module (BM):
By storage type:
- Lead- oxide
- Lithium- ion
- Special

- Short- range
- Long- range
By sensor purpose:
- Localization: infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV) sensors, vision
system (VS), contact, etc.
- Special measurement of background radiation, temperature,
determination of current velocity (in water), etc.

Power supply channels
Hardware- software interface with network
communication protocol (Ethernet)
Channels of auxiliary end to end interface

NCM- MM, NCM- BM, NCM- SM, NCM- SPM - interfaces of communication
between corresponding moduls
Fig. 2. General structure of heterogeneous modular mobile robot.
In this project, the service modular MR is taken as the original configuration (see Fig. 1a) since this is the simplest
assembly of the above-mentioned variants that is not subjected to special requirements.
Like other configurations, the service modular MR (according to the structure shown in Fig. 2) consists of the
following modules (Fig. 3): 1 – Motion Module (MM), 2 – Battery Module (BM), 3 – Network Control Module (NCM),
4 – Special-Purpose Module (SPM), 5 – Sensory Module (SM). For this variant of the MR, the SPM is a module with
manipulators.
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Fig. 3. Service modular mobile robot
3. Design of the motion module
The motion module (MM) is one of the main robot modules responsible for the function of motion in the environment
(see Fig. 2). Since the service modular MR operates predominantly in indoor areas, the motion module should provide
movement on flat surfaces.
The control system of the motion module combines both tactical and executive control levels. The tactical control
level directly interacts with the NCM via the NCM-MM interface and receives from it necessary data to execute motion
instructions: information about the coordinates and orientation of the robot in initial and final positions, data on the local
map (if available), etc. In turn, the NCM receives actual data on the course of the instruction execution along the MM
feedback chain.
The tactical level solves the problem of path planning and tracking along the trajectory. In this study, the tactical
control level is implemented by the algorithm described in [12]. A similar approach is used for the mobile robot
control [13]. Based on these studies, we developed a mathematical model of the CS of the tactical level using Simulink
(MATLAB) to calculate the angular velocities of MM wheels aimed at its passing along a given trajectory.
The executive level of the CS consists of kinematic and dynamic models of the modular robot. Analysis of the motion
module’s control system is made along with considering battery module’s dynamic parameters, because the battery
module is presented in all configurations of the modular robot. The basis of the dynamic model are two servo drives with
DC motors. Each servo drive is close looped with angular speed of the wheel of the motion module. Figure 4 shows the
block diagram of the servo drive.
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Fig. 4. Structural diagram of the servo drive
The servo drive’s controller consists of the PI speed controller with the following transfer function:
𝑊𝑃𝐼 (𝑠) = 𝐾𝑃𝐶

1 + 𝑇𝑃𝐼 𝑠
𝑇𝑃𝐼 𝑠

(1)

where 𝑇𝑃𝐼 – time constant of the PI speed controller, 𝐾𝑝𝑐 – PI controller’s gain coefficient.
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The PI controller is configured on a technical optimum [14]. In accord with this adjustment PI controller’s time
constant is equal to the time constant of the most inertial aperiodic link. Transfer function of an invariant part of the DC
motor has aperiodic link with the electromechanical time constant 𝑇𝑀 . It’s well known that 𝑇𝑀 is much greater than
electromagnetic time constant 𝑇𝑒 and motor driver’s time constant 𝑇𝑃𝑊𝑀 . Then PI controller’s time constant is given by:
𝑇𝑃𝐼 = 𝑇𝑀 =

𝐽∑ 𝑅𝑎
,
𝑘𝑚 𝑘𝑒

(2)

where 𝐽∑ - summary reduced mass moment of inertia, 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 , 𝑅𝑎 – armature’s winding’s resistance, 𝑂ℎ𝑚, 𝑘𝑚 – torque
factor of the DC motor, 𝑁 ∙ 𝑚/𝐴, 𝑘𝑒 - coefficient of EMF of the DC motor, 𝑉 ∙ 𝑠/𝑟𝑎𝑑. Summary mass moment of inertia
is given by (one wheel of considered drive rotates, another is fixed):
𝐽∑ =

𝐽𝑤
𝑟2
2
+
𝐽
+
𝑀
∙
𝑟
+
𝐽
𝑚
𝑧 2,
𝑖2
𝑙

(3)

where 𝐽𝑤 – mass moment of inertia of the wheel relatively of it’s rotation axis, 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 , 𝑖 – reduction ratio, 𝐽𝑚 – mass
moment of a rotor’s inertia, 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 , 𝑀 – mass of the motion module and the battery module, 𝑘𝑔, 𝑟 – wheel’s radius, 𝑚,
𝐽𝑧 – mass moment of modular robot’s inertia relatively of it’s vertical rotation axis, 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 , 𝑙 – distance between
wheels, 𝑚. Then PI controller time constant is:
𝑇𝑃𝐼 =

𝑅𝑎 𝐽𝑤
𝑟2
( 2 + 𝐽𝑚 + 𝑀 ∙ 𝑟 2 + 𝐽𝑧 2 ).
𝑘𝑚 𝑘𝑒 𝑖
𝑙

(4)

PI controller’s gain coefficient 𝐾𝑝𝑐 proportional to Q factor of the speed control loop and estimated with consideration
of the mass moment of inerta 𝐽∑ .
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Consideration of dynamic properties of the modular robot during evaluation of the PI controller’s parameters allow to
achieve acceptable quality of the servo drive control. Figure 5a shows transient speed process in servo drive and figure
5b shows transient process with backlash in reduction gearbox (about 3°).
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Fig. 5a. Transient speed process
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Fig. 5b. Transient speed process with gearbox’ backlash

Analysis of graphs shows that overshoot is equal to zero, transient period is less than 0.07 𝑠 and stationary error is
less than 0.4%. Backlash in reduction gearbox causes speed’s jump after short time delay. This can cause negative
influence on motor driver and DC motor. It’s necessary to use special correction algorithm for smooth speed control.
The computer model of the modular robot was developed. This model includes only executive level of the motion
module’s control system and sensor module. The sensor module is equipped with three laser rangefinders: one measures
distance ahead of the robot, two others measure distance at rear sides of the robot. Figure 6 shows this model’s structure
developed in Simulink:
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Fig. 6. Structure of modular robot’s computer model
This modular robot’s model is used for demonstration of the motion module capabilities to perform motion tasks in
environment’ model.
The executive control level of the motion module takes linear 𝑉 and angular 𝑊 velocities as input and actual
position (coordinates 𝑋𝑎 and 𝑌𝑎 ) with orientation (angle) as output. The actual position and orientation of the robot is
determined by the sensor module’s SLAM algorithm (not considered in this work). The sensor module takes position
and orientation of the modular robot and environment’s model as input. Environment’s model is represented here as
image. Since in this model the executive control level of motion module can take as input only linear and angular
velocities, the sensor module must executes its algorithms and gives 𝑉 and 𝑊 as output for feedback loop.
The modular robot’s model was used for task of collision avoidance in room’s model. For this task only one laser
rangefinder in front of the modular robot was used in the sensor model. If the laser rangefinder detects an obstacle
ahead of the robot on defined minimal distance then robot turn to left with angular speed 𝑊. Figure 7 shows the
trajectory of the robot in the room with obstacles.
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Fig. 7. The robot’s trajectory in room with obstacles
From fig. 7 it’s clear that the robot avoids obstacles located in front of the robot, but without laser rangefinders located
at rear sides of the robot a collision with obstacles from right or left side may occur. This model experiment in only needed
to demonstrate that the execution control level of the motion module can perform basic robot’s movements.
The task of going through a labyrinth was considered. To perform this task the sensor module’s computer model must
have three laser rangefinders. Two laser rangefinders at rear sides of the modular robot directly used for the sensor
module’s algorithm. This algorithm is based on difference of distances between robot and side walls in labyrinth. If a
distance to the right wall is greater than distance to the left wall then robot must turn on the right with angular speed 𝑊
and vice versa. Figure 8 shows the robot’s trajectory in the labyrinth.
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Fig. 8. Robot’s trajectory in the labyrinth
From fig. 8 it is clear to see that the robot goes through labyrinth without collisions with walls. But the trajectory isn’t
optimal because the modular robot doesn’t move straight where it would be more effective. This happens due to control
algorithm that works without smooth correction of linear and angular velocities. Figure 9 shows graphs of laser
rangefinder’s measurements that were made during robot’s motion through labyrinth.
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Fig. 9. Laser rangefinder’s measurements
The jump in measured distance made by right laser rangefinder is due to detection one of the distant side walls in
beginning of the motion.
As said before the tactical control level of motion module is implemented by the algorithm described in [12]. The
computer model that was considered above was complemented by tactical level control block. Figure 10 shows tactical
and executive control levels and sensor module.

Fig. 10. Tactical and executive control levels of motion module with the sensor module
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Tactical control level evaluates intermediate aim positions and creates desirable trajectory of the modular robot. It
takes actual distance of traversed path from the sensor module as input and desirable velocities (𝑉 and 𝑊) and robot’s
position as output. Executive control level of motion module takes desirable velocities as input and actual position as
output. The sensor module takes actual and desirable positions as input and evaluates path following error and actual
distance of traversed path. In this model we assume that the tactical control level already took coordinates of final position
and desirable robot’s orientation in this final position as input and created desirable trajectory. The modular mobile robot
must move along a given trajectory with a least deviation from it. The modular robot can move from point to point along
trajectory due to position control loop that organized by the sensor module. Figure 11 shows robot’s actual and desirable
mechanical trajectories after model simulation.

Fig. 11. Desired and actual modular robot’s trajectories

Fig. 12. Motion module.

Fig. 13. Wheel–module.

The plot shows that the deviation of the actual motion from the desired one is sufficiently small (up to 35 mm). We got
similar results as in [12] but with greater path following error. The main source of a path following error is the inertia of
the modular mobile robot and nonlinear elements in the dynamic robot’s model. Development of correction algorithms
for robot’s position control loop is the objective for further research.Figure 12 shows the isometric section of the MM.
Let us consider some specific features of the MM design. The device consists of individual parts allowing us to
relatively easily assemble the module (Fig. 12). The MM design contains two components connected to the drives and an
electronic control unit. The MM drive consists of electric DC motor (1) and worm reduction gearbox (2). Gear (3) is
connected to shaft (4) at the gearbox output through multilayer clutch (5). The shaft, clutch, frame unit (6), multilayer
bearing sleeve (7), wheel (8), and encoder (9) constitute a single unit - wheel-submodule (Fig. 13.). The electronic control
unit includes microcontroller-based hardware and software platform (10) and electric motor driver (11). Similar design
decisions (usage of submodules for example) can be found in the modular robot Thor [7].
The described modular design of the mobile robot can be successfully used in Bionic Assembly System that presented
in [15, 16].
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4. Conclusions
The main problem of this research was to create the functional complete motion module of the modular mobile robot.
This problem was solved by designing special structure of the modular robot’s system. At first stage we distributed basic
functions of the robot between corresponding modules. Basic function of each module determines its hardware and
software components. Principles of the modular mobile robot construction were considered during development of the
motion module. Then control system of the module was designed: it’s consists of both tactical and execution control
levels. The control system receives data with simple structure (desirable position and orientation) and all complex
calculations are performed by the motion module itself. At the same time the network control module must provide only
actual data about desirable goal position and its software’s structure is no matter for motion module. Working capacity of
the control system’s module was verified by computer modeling (the task of going through a labyrinth). In this model it’s
clear that interaction between the sensor module and the motion module is also realized by exchange of data with simple
structure and with low dimension. In this paper we describe that the motion module’s construction is constructively
independent. This property is achieved by the simple mechanical interface and special construction arrangement of the
module. Analysis of the control system and construction of the motion module allow concluding that this module is
functional complete mechatronic device.
Development of the network control module and the sensor module, realization of natural experiments are objectives
of further research. Design of the special-purpose module (a module with manipulators) is also objective of further
research.
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